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Description 

The study, published in the Journal of Neuroscience, exposed 249 

actors progressed 18 – 88 to a series of film clips that ranged in 

emotional valence positive (e.g. laughing baby), neutral (e.g. rainfall 

cast), or negative (e.g. footage of the Rwandan genocide). Study actors 

were signed from the Cancans (The Cambridge Centre for Aging and 

Neuroscience) sample, a balanced sample of the UK population 

anticipated to also represent the Australian population. Actors were 

asked to simply watch the clips and allow any emotional response to 

arise naturally or, during half of the negative clips, laboriously reduce 

any unwanted or distressing negative feelings through a reframing of 

the negative content. Latterly, actors were asked to record the 

magnitude of positive and negative responses on a scale and also, on a 

separate scale, report their perceived success at regulating their 

emotional response. The experimenters plant that – with adding age – 

actors replied more appreciatively to both emotional and neutral 

stimulants and were better suitable to appreciatively reframe a 

negative experience into a positive bone. 

So we’re seeing an increase in positive emotionality with age,” 

explains Dr Susanne Schweitzer, UNSW Sciences-author of the study. 

“‘Emotionality’s an existent’s response to information, to emotional 

information principally how we respond to our terrain.” What’s more, 

these increases in positive emotionality passed despite another quality 

of age that was formerly known of ‘rudimentary negative affect’, one’s 

resting mood state, which appeared to be more negative with age. 

“Though the resting mood state of our aged actors was more negative, 

actors were nevertheless suitable to prize further positivity from a 

given negative situation. 

“These data correspond relatively neatly to the‘Socioemotional 

Selectivity Proposition ‘of aging. This proposition states that, as we 

progress, we come more complete at navigating our social terrain, 

carrying a broader cerebral toolkit, or simply rearranging our lives to 

minimize drama.” “ In a nutshell, (the Aging Brain Model) says that 

aged people simply reply more appreciatively to torture because the 

areas in their brain that induce negative responses do not function as 

well. “ But there’s just no substantiation for that then,” says 

Schweitzer. “We did not see an independent donation of amygdala 

volume (one of the brain regions involved in negative response) on 

actors ‘emotionality.” 

Response to Distress 

Also, the experimenters compared emotional response data 

gathered in the trial against being brain-imaging data, recorded from a 

former structural MRI study of the same actors. “The differences in 

structural integrity that we observed, in aged versus youngish actors, 

related to cortical consistence. We plant a reduction in volume with 

age across all brain regions we delved. This veritably important fits 

with the findings from other studies into the aging brain.” Aging is 

associated with a bias in attention and recollections towards positive 

and down from negative emotional content. In addition, emotion 

regulation appears to ameliorate with age, despite attendant wide 

cognitive decline coupled with argentine matter volume loss in cortical 

and subcortical regions allowed to sub-serve emotion regulation. 

Then, we address this emotion- growing incongruity using the 

behavioral data of an emotion regulation task from a population 

deduced, manly and womanish, mortal sample (Cancans) and use 

Structural Equation Modeling together with multivariate analysis of 

structural MRI images of the same sample to probe brain- gets 

connections. In a series of dimension models, we show the 

relationship between age and emotionality is stylish explained by a 

four- factor model, compared to single and hierarchical factor models. 

These four idle factors are interpreted as Rudimentary Negative 

Affect, Positive Reactivity, Negative Reactivity and Positive 

Regulation (up regulating positive emotion to negative content). 

Adding age uniquely contributes to increased Rudimentary Negative 

Affect, Positive Reactivity and Positive Regulation, but not Negative 

Reactivity. Likewise, we show argentine- matter volumes, videlicet in 

the bilateral anterior operculum, medium anterior gyros, bilateral 

hippocampal complex, bilateral middle temporal gyro and bilateral 

angular gyros, are distinctly related to these four idle factors. 

Eventually, we show that a subset of this brain- gusted connections 

remain significant when counting for age and demographic data. Our 

results support the notion of an age- related increase in positivity and 

are interpreted in the environment of the Socioemotional Selectivity 

Proposition of bettered emotion regulation in aged age. It’s an age-old 

question do we – in aged age – get better at regulating our feelings? 

Indeed responding further appreciatively? The answer, according to a 

study conducted by UNSW psychologist Susanne Schweitzer and 

associates from the University of Cambridge, seems to be ‘yes’. 

The study, published in the Journal of Neuroscience, exposed 249 

actors progressed 18-88 to a series of film clips that ranged in 

emotional valence positive (e.g. laughing baby), neutral (e.g. rainfall 

cast), or negative (e.g. footage of the Rwandan genocide). Study actors 

were signed from the Cam-CAN (The Cambridge Centre for Ageing 

and Neuroscience) sample, a balanced sample of the UK population 

anticipated to also represent the Australian population. 

Actors were asked to simply watch the clips and allow any 

emotional response to arise naturally or, during half of the negative 

clips, laboriously reduce any unwanted or distressing negative feelings 

through a reframing of the negative content. Latterly, actors were 

asked to record the magnitude of positive and negative responses on a 

scale and also, on a separate scale, report their perceived success at 

regulating their emotional response. The experimenters plant that – 
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with adding age – actors replied more appreciatively to both emotional 

and neutral stimulants and were better suitable to appreciatively 

reframe a negative experience into a positive bone. So we’re seeing an 

increase in positive emotionality with age, explains Dr. Susanne 

Schweitzer, UNSW Sciences-author of the study. Emotionality’s an 

existent’s response to information, to emotional information 

principally how we respond to our terrain. 

What’s more, these increases in positive emotionality passed 

despite another quality of age that was formerly known of ‘rudimentary 

negative affect’, one’s resting mood state, which appeared to be more 

negative with age. Though the resting mood state of our aged actors 

was more negative, actors were nevertheless suitable to prize 

further positivity from a given negative situation,” says Dr. 

Schweitzer. These data correspond relatively neatly to 

the‘Socioemotional Selectivity proposition’ of ageing. This 

proposition states that, as we progress, we come more complete at 

navigating our social terrain, carrying a broader cerebral toolkit, or 

simply rearranging our lives to minimize drama. 
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